
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING

04/01/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He spoke to Scott 
Schriver, who plays first base for the Nebraska Corn Huskers about his faith.

04/22/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He talked with 
Trevor Williams and his success in baseball.

05/06/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He talked to Laura 
Buchanan who is a softball player for the Colorado State University Rams.

05/13/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He spoke to Keith 
Primeau about his faith and time in the NHL.

06/03/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He talked with 
Kelsey Gussey about her time as a division one athlete.

06/17/17 at 19:30…Blessed 2 Play…30 minutes… Host Ron Meyer speaks with various 
sports figures and the motivation behind their life on and off the field. He talked to Chris 
Stewart about being a catcher in the MLB, playing for the Pittsburgh Pirates.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS

04/08/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about being a victim of disappointment in a 
relationship and expecting things from one’s mother.

04/15/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about true friendship and making real friends.

05/06/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about going to adoration and fostered a 
relationship with God.

05/13/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked to a woman who said that different groups of 
people pray separately and connect with others through an annual retreat.

06/03/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about keeping a man as a friend and don’t 
approach him with a relationship.

06/17/17 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked to a lady who said that people don’t think they 
are worth anything anymore but that there is a gentleman who always gave no matter 
what.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  HEALTH

04/20/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked 
to a woman about a particular disorder that young kids are sometimes diagnosed with, 
regarding discipline and defiance.

04/27/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked 
to a mother about the health of her 11-year-old daughter.

05/16/17 at 13:00... The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked 
with a woman who has a daughter who wants to learn how the mind works and to be a 
psychologist.

05/30/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked 
to a foster child about health benefits or issues in regard to cell phone use.

06/06/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. He talked about how we 
think and the importance of language.

06/26/17 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
email show and gives advice on mental health of individuals. He talked about 
addictions.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL

05/11/17 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke about the 
Fatima apparitions after 100 years and terrorism in Syria and Afghanistan.

05/25/17 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world.  Raymond talked about 
President Trump traveling overseas to Europe.

06/08/17 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke about 
President Trump and firing Komi because of the Russian investigation.

06/15/17 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke about the 
House of Representatives coming back to work after shooting.

06/22/17 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke about the 
Pope and the Cardinals on annulments and communion.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2017

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST

04/02/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Edward Sri about his book 
Love Unveiled. 

04/23/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. On this episode he talked to Robert 
Boyle about his book A Deeper Vision about the Catholic intellectual tradition in the 
Twentieth Century.

05/07/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Susan Disoni on her book 
St. Faustina: Prayer Book for the Conversion of Sinners.

05/28/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with the author of books of public interest. He talked to Archbishop Chaput about 
his book Strangers in a Strange Land.

06/04/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with the author of books of public interest. He talked to Luke Aridando about his 
book on the meaning of the Fatima prayer.

06/18/17 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with the author of books of public interest. He talked to Devan Schadt about his 
book Show Us the Father.


